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Direct residential appliance load control programs have been widely used by utilities throughout the
United States as a peak-shaving demand-side management strategy. In assessing the load impacts and
economic benefits of such strategies, the assumption often is tacitly made that any change in demand at
the' appliance level will directly affect the capacity requirements at the system level. However, in actual
long-run operating conditions the impacts of such strategies--and hence their potential economic benefits-
depend to a large extent on the system load characteristics and its relationship with the profile of the
controlled load. Thus an assessment of the potential long-term impacts of any load control program is
inherently a probabilistic phenomenon and must necessary take into account the likely future changes in
the system load profile. Based on end use data collected on 185 residential water heaters in Central Maine
Power Company's' service territory in 1991, this paper p~esents a general approach to estimating long-run
impacts of direct control strategies.

ackground

The analysis presented in this paper is based on end use
data collected on 185 residential water heaters in CMP's
service from December 1990 to November 1991"
The sample frame for the selection of sites was comprised
of all customers who had participated in the as
of 1990. The consideration in the Sal1t1plill2
process was that the final sample be representative of the
range of energy use for residential water heating within
the Company's service territory.

This paper discusses the methodology used in a recent
study of the long term benefits of this program and
presents the results of the analysis. The focus of the
analysis is on 1) point estimates of
load impacts (energy as wen as demand) and 2) develop
ing a framework for projecting the resource
impacts that are likely to result from the observed short
term results"

he ata

Based on the analysis of end use data previously collected
from a small sample of customers, it was found that
energy use during the winter months (December through
March) averaged 278 kWh per month with a standard
deviation of 120 kWh. Given these estimates, it was
determined that a sample of 200 water heaters would be
required to obtain statistically rel~able estimates of water
heating demand at a 90% confidence level with a 5 per
cent margin of error. The formula for calculation of
Standard Error was used as the basis for calculation of the
sample size.

In 1987 Central Maine Power Company launched a
residential load control program as a "peak shaving"
strategy for reducing demand during the Company's
(and/or New Power system peaks and
emergencies" direct control of electric water heater

the program is expected to ultimately provide nearly
50 megawatts of peak capacity resource. Interruption is
achieved through a power line carrier communication
system which has the technical potential for cycling other
residential and possibly commercial loads" This sy~tem

also offers the necessary capabilities for a broad range of
distribution-level and control functions that
have come to be known as "distribution automation" U

The program has over
80 substations within the comi:.an'v's
V~~IT~'T'~rl1ITln customers who use for water
qualify for the program. Direct mail campaigns, coupled
with tele~arketing have been used to promote the
program" To encourage participation in the program,
customers are offered an initial one-time incentive of $25"
In credits of $5.85

(V~~e]nb(~r ttrrol12h March) and
summer (July and August) toward their

electric bins" The program stipulates that water heater
loads may be for up to four hours on non-

weceKCiavs during the periods of 7 am. to 12 pm
and 4 pm to 8 pm and in case of system emergencies.
Three timer options, which shut the water heater off for

18 or 16 hours per day, are also available for
customers who wish to have their water heaters controlled.
daily"



sites~

aplpr01aCJrles available for
estnruu:mlg ~_i'·.o,.n1"1~ s .. "t"'lI"'lln~~~'1·~ of various used in
load control programs. and perhaps the most con-
ventional is load or "day
maltctOOjg* U Under this appliance load profiles
for a to the load charac-
teristics of the a non-cycled

savings are then determined as the differ
ence in usage between the two

two groups are essentially identical in terms of water
heater tank: capacity gallons and 43 gallons, res
pectively)s Mean temperature settings for the water
heaters in both groups is 124 fahrenheit. The
most common power of the bottom water heater
element is 4.5 kilowatts in both groupss

Analysis of Short-Term Impacts

Le., reductions in diversified demand
for water constitute the
nM "i'YUl 1MT benefits resulting from this program 0 An addi
tional benefit of the program is energy savings resulting
from the avoided stand-by loss and curtailment
of usage during the In assessing the mag-
nitude of such the first task is to determine what
the diversified demand of the appliance would have
had there been no controls

An additional consideration in was the limitation
of the signal strengths When the distance
between the and the receiver exceeds 5
attenuation of the signal increases the probability of errors
in the datao the final of cases was based on
a two-stage processs an initial of
approximately 500 sites were selected from the
population of participantss In the second stage, this initial
sample was screened for to substationss Only
sites within a 5-miIe radius of a substation were retained.

About 350 customers were contacted tele
marketing staff and invited to participate in the end-use

As an incentive to and as
COJffipien:satllon for the inconvenience caused the
customers were offered dollars. Two hundred and
• ...,.1r'il'i</_~"9'i.lII-~ customers (70%) volunteered to participates A

. combination of technical difficulties in either or
communication with devices

resulted in considerable the installa-
tionso the end of two months after the

had 159 were suc~ce~;sn:UIV eQlUPiJOO

~,....nll1f·n"iMl·nndeviceso Given the of obtain-
data for' a winter season, it ~was decided to

discontinue installations 0 The
to~~eUler with six sites

The second which is a variant of
relies on and load information from one
or more non-controlled to what
the normal load would have been had the control strategy
not been this in effect
nreconstructs" the load for the controlled periodss
This is for air conditioner

programs, where weather can be used to predict
the controlled The main ad'VaILta'l!eS

of the latter is that its data are
modesto since it accounts for any difference in
weather between the cycled and days, it
overcomes a of the "day matching"
method: that of non-controlled

a

A interest in this m()mltor]m~ was to obtain
load that would the
residential customers paJrtlC:IP~UIIJl2 in the Water
Heater ......., '" ,.., ...~~ .... t"':ro~~rarn. in order to make such

it is necessary to ascertain that the
is a valid one~ A direct method for valida-

tion consists of the accuracy of the
estimates to CO]Te~;pOin(.tlng P01)U!~inO,n

tnrlDu.~~n other sourcess As
information on household aelrnOtzrBlpnlC
tics and site attributes of the monitored
collected a brief survey 0 A r-runn:!lM~01nn

of these characteristics with the same information collected
from CMJ?'s electric water customers in the 1989
Residential shows no difference
between them~

third is the "duty cycle" which is based on
engineering estimation of how specific strategies
affect the natural cycle of the appliance under
controL2 Instead of appliance load profiles

and days, cycle"
aPt)rO~lCn relies on a of the of the

non-controlled conditions and
allowed the control strategys

usage,
the two

With to average annual ....,.Jl,...,·..... II<.R."'" ...........Y

size and nu.mber of children in the hO:ust:~nOla,

groups are The
of residences in
the is not because these characteristics
are common among customers to in
energy programs. In based on
installation the also ac(~urlatejiV r€~prlesents

the of program Pat'tlCJlpmtlISo For eX~LmJ)1e, the
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The day matching method was used in this study. As the
first step in the analysis, the data were screened for
missing records and anomalies. The procedure used in
screening the data focused on examining the data for
reasonableness without making any judgmental changes in
it. The data were, therefore, screened primarily for
outages and outliers. No attempt was made to "recon
struct ff the missing data by using information from other
periods to substitute the missing intervals. All IS-minute
readings greater than the water heater's expected total
connected load were treated as outliers and dropped from
the analysis database. Attrition in the data was generally
low, ranging from 10% in January 1991 to about 25% in
October 1991.

Predictably, there is little seasonal variation in usage
patterns. In nearly every month the maximum diversified
demand for water heating occurs between the hours of
7:00 and 8:00 a.m. The maximum diversified demand
observed during the evening usually occurs between the
hours of 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. On weekend~ a very similar
pattern is observed, with the exception that the morning
peak occurs about two hours later and extends over a
longer period. Minor variations in the timing of usage not
withstanding, the total daily usage is considerably lower
during the summer months. The monitored water heaters
exhibit a relatively high load factor (53 % and 57% during
the winter and summer periods respectively), which is
consistent with nondiscretionary residential end uses ..

Seasonal end use load curves for the average weekday are
shown in Figures I and·· 2. They reflect the weighted
average monthly load profiles, and are derived from
observed historical (IO-year) monthly peak probabilities as
follows: 70% and 30%
Summer: 60% and 40% ..""-"-_.u,,...... _

The effects of controlling the load on a typical winter
weekday, when the probability of a system peak is high
est, can be seen in Figure 3. The observed residual load

the control period is due to communication prob-
lems that the from reaching
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some of the control units .. The has been investi-
gated and In to demand impacts, the
fmdings also suggest compared to the average
weekday, overall energy use for water heating was lower

control The lower average usage in these
days is explained the avoided standby losses
during the periods when the load is interrupted.. The
observed 'difference in usage, however, is somewhat
higher than what can reasonably be expected to result
from avoided standby loss alone.. Changes in water use
behavior in hot water conservation control
days appear as the most likely explanation for the
observed ph~~nolme~nO]rL

ssess ant of long- erm
ystem Impacts

In assessing the effects of load management programs, the
assumption is sometimes made that any change in demand
at the end use level win directly affect the system's peak

demand.. However, the value of savings achievable
through an appliance load control program is primarily a
function of not only the magnitude, but also:the timing of
the targeted load. In other words, it is the relationship
between the appliance and the system load profiles that
determine the level of potential savings.. The foregoing
assumption is not altogether unreasonable when the focus
is on the very short-run (annual) impacts .. In the long-run,
however, the system load profile does not remain constant
and hence, strictly speaking, the assumption is no longer
valid.

The present analysis, therefore, does not rely on point
estimates of diversified demand at the time of system
peak.. Rather, it adopts a probabilistic approach that
explicitly accounts for variations in the system load profile
in the long-run.. Under this appr<?ach, the load impact of
the program is measured in terms of the "expected value"
of diversified demand at the time of system peale For
each season, this "expected value" is defined as the sum

4076 ,.. Hasri and Gervais
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where, is diversified demand during period i and, Pi
denotes historical probability of system peak during the
period L For the purposes of this analysis, system peak
probabilities are based on hourly peak frequencies in each
weekday of each month the past ten years. The
term represents other uncertainties associated with the
real1~:ltlc~n of demand savings such as signal failure dis-

of the products of
probability of

E.P: kw

diversified demand and long-run
peak that analytically:

x x

conditions. Clearly, where cycling days are limited, a
more complex formulation of the expected value term will
be needed to account for such restrictions. Such
formulation would take into account the conditional
probability that the cycling would actually take place on
any given day.

The 10-year average system load profiles, the hourly peak
probabilities and seasonal diversified demand for water
heating are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Based on the long
run hourly probabilities of system peak, the expected
value of per unit load impacts resulting from the program
during a typical weekday are estimated at .51 kW in
winter, 0.3 kW during summer periods.

It is also important to note that this formulation of the
eXI)ec'tea value of demand savings presupposes that an
unrestricted number of cycling days are available to the

The provisions of the particular program under
study does allow cycling under all system 'emergency

Estimation of Energy avings

Broadly speaking, capacity savings resulting from demand
reductions during peak periods constitute the most
significant benefits of direct load control programs. These

Assessing the long-Term Benefits of Appliance Load Control Strategies - 4 .. 77
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simulate impacts on the load curve resulting from
any number of control points.3

A fmal consideration in assessing the impacts of a direct
load control strategy is the technical constraints that might
affect the system's use~ Of particular interest for strategies
that shift energy from on-peak periods to off-peak periods

T (k~ X
i=l

For each season, the energy benefits of the program were
estimated first the Load Control Model to
measure the change in hourly energy use, and then
~nt'HV1ino the hourly marginal energy costs to determine

value. Using kWi to designate load at time period i,
and letting Me denote marginal energy cost, the value of
energy savings (ES) over period T is given by:

programs, energy that are
often benefits can result from two
sources~ there are the reductions in usage reSUlt:m2

avoided losses and in usage
behaviors and as moe the benefits
related to energy costs and arise from Clli"a1l"rr1"1l"l1t'W

energy from to lower cost ones.

The value of energy from the program
was estimated the "Load Control Modeln, a com-

of the for .the CMP's Load
The underlying concept of this

model is that the energy curtailed in one period creates a
"debt" which has to be back at a later time and that
the amount of this 11 debt If is a function of the
control time. The model is used for computing the maxi
mum number of loads to be shed in each period and deter-

the control schedule. Given the profile of
the controlled load, specific control window(s), and the
desired duration of each control the model can
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is the rate at which the shifted energy must be back"
since it may create another peale These impacts
were estimated the energy debt incurred

the and the payback
with a time constant As shown in 6, the

entire water heater load under program control can be
shed and back in this casee

inaccurate estimates of long-term program effects. In the
particular case analyzed, it was found that a static
apt)ro~!cn would have understated the long-ron impacts in
the winter months and oversUlted the. summer load

Endnotes

urn ary and onclusions

Load control programs are extensive that
involve considerable investment on the part of

utiHtieso Assessment of impacts of these
programs is a and an analysis of uncer-
tainties . the operation of the program, technical
reH.abl11ty and market penetrationo This paper has
addressed a specific analytic issue concerning the timing
of control strategies and how it relates to the system .load
characteristics. It was demonstrated. that relying on short
run point estimates of load impacts could lead to

loA load control "strategy" refers to a specific plan or
schedule to modify the operation of one or more end
use limiting or interrupting the duty cycle of an
appliance. A discussion of various load control
strategies is found in EPRI. Control Strategies for
Load Management, EPRl EM-3882, July 1985.

2. For a complete description of the technique see EPRI.
Impact of Direct Load Control Programsoo A Duty
Cycle Approach. Volumes 1&2, EPRI CU-7028?
December 19900
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3" This model is of the Load Management System
alnr'll1l""llth."<I"n developed for CMF by ESCA, a Distri-
bution Automation Systems vendor in
Washington"
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